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CSR THAT RESONTATES IN THE AGE OF COVID-19 (AND WHY)
The global pandemic of COVID-19 has posed unprecedented challenges to American businesses: In addition to the
operational, financial, and HR challenges, every business is navigating a moment that demands tactful, authentic
communications with their employees and consumers. So many corporations have chosen to do their part to help
fight the spread of the coronavirus that it’s hard to keep track. Here at Kivvit, where we advise companies on
corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives, we wanted to know which of these efforts mattered most to
Americans, and why?
To determine which corporate initiatives are resonating with the public, the Kivvit Insights Team analyzed public
engagement with news coverage and Facebook posts from Fortune 500 brands. These articles and updates focused
specifically on how a Fortune 500 company was helping employees, customers, or communities. The analysis included over
260,000 articles and over 8,600 Facebook posts during the month of March.
Below are the news stories and Facebook posts about corporate COVID-19 response efforts that received the most
engagement on social media. Engagement is defined in terms of three types of interactions: shares, reactions, and comments.

T O P 1 0 M O S T E N G A G E D N E W S A R T I C L E S A B O U T C O R P O R AT E R E S P O N S E S T O C O V I D - 1 9
01 | 3.76M INTERACTIONS

03.17.2020 | By Danielle Zoellner

Coronavirus: Amazon
suspends all shipments
to its warehouses except
medical supplies and
‘high-demand’ product

06 | 391K INTERACTIONS

03.12.2020

Comcast offering
‘Internet Essentials’
package free for lowincome customers for
60 days

02 | 1.51M INTERACTIONS

03.19.2020 | By Kristin Salaky

03 | 1.04M INTERACTIONS

03.17.2020 | By Charles Trepany

04 | 599K INTERACTIONS

03.16.2020

05 | 576K INTERACTIONS

03.27.2020 | By Michelle Fay Cortez

Costco signs indicate
the store is refusing
returns on highdemand items like rice
and toilet paper

Netflix Party lets
friends have movie
nights while social
distancing. Here’s how
it works

Dollar General
announces first hour
of operations to be
dedicated to senior
customers

Abbott launches
5-minute virus test for
use almost anywhere

07 | 390K INTERACTIONS

08 | 353K INTERACTIONS

09 | 292K INTERACTIONS

10 | 268K INTERACTIONS

03.24.2020 | By Saumya Joseph

US drugmaker says
it has identified
antibodies to treat
coronavirus

03.25.2020 | By Kelly Tyko

Starbucks giving
free coffee to first
responders, healthcare
workers dealing with
coronavirus

03.21.2020 | By Olivia Eubanks

Hanes will start
making masks
for health care
professionals treating
coronavirus

03.17.2020 | By Thomas Yazwinski

Albertsons, Safeway and
Whole Foods set special
hours for seniors amid
COVID-19 scare
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T O P 1 0 M O S T E N G A G E D C O R P O R AT E FA C E B O O K P O S T S A B O U T C O V I D - 1 9
01 | 236.5K INTERACTIONS

02 | 215K INTERACTIONS

03 | 135.6K INTERACTIONS

05 | 87.5K INTERACTIONS

04 | 121K INTERACTIONS

06 | 84.5K INTERACTIONS

08 | 72.8K INTERACTIONS

10 | 58.8K INTERACTIONS

07 | 73.7K INTERACTIONS

09 | 63.1K INTERACTIONS
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KEY FINDINGS
Across high-performing corporate communications and initiatives, four primary themes emerge, that can provide
guidance to CSR communicators, including:

The positive effect of authentic communication from CEOs and executives,
The strong impact of valuable displays of gratitude,
The importance of working with customers, and
The value of contributing to America’s pandemic containment effort.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE TOP
Thoughtful and honest communications from the CEO can carry tremendous weight. Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg’s information-rich Facebook Live discussion with Dr. Anthony Fauci received over 51.6 million views,
making it the single most-engaged post on the platform by any Fortune 500 company.
A 62-word thank you message from Brad Jacobs, CEO of
transportation provider XPO Logistics, to front-line truck drivers
received nearly 500 times more engagements than the company’s
average post. The same was true for Publix, where an earnest
video from CEO Todd Jones showed the company recognized the
situation’s gravity and received over 125 times more engagements
than the company’s average post.
And perhaps most notably, only 48 hours after early business news
reports that Marriott expected to furlough significant amounts of
its workforce, a direct-to-camera video with CEO Arne Sorensen —
who is visibly undergoing treatment for pancreatic cancer — became
the company’s top performing Facebook post since the outbreak
escalated. The candid appearance was described in a Fortune article
as “plain-spoken, honest, transparent, detailed, tone-appropriate,
and empathetic,” and a Yahoo! Finance story reiterating his
comments earned more social media engagements (105,126) than
any headline about the company’s furloughs. In comparison, USA
Today’s reporting received 73,512 engagements. The message was
clear: When the CEO cares, the company cares.
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GRATITUDE GOES A LONG WAY
Americans love heroes. And in a crisis, there’s been a wave of support for the professionals — from doctors and
nurses to delivery people and grocery store staffers — who have emerged as the face of front-line defense to both
COVID-19 and the ensuing lockdown.
As companies join in showing thanks, Walmart’s communications stand out. Through March, both of the company’s
top-performing Facebook posts were ones that showed appreciation to its employees.
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SOCIAL ENG AGEMENTS (RE ACTIONS, COMMENTS, SHARES)

Other companies can share in the moment — even if their employees aren’t providing an essential service. Starbucks
earned standout coverage in late March for providing free coffee to first responders and healthcare workers. Among
Fortune 500 companies, the news drove the biggest single-day spike in social media engagement in the last ten days
of March.
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UNDERSTANDING & ANTICIPATING CUSTOMER NEEDS
In a moment of crisis, companies are working with their customers to navigate rapidly changing circumstances.
Four of the five most overperforming Facebook posts from Fortune 500 companies— posts receiving the most
engagements compared to company averages — communicated such initiatives.

TOP 5 MOST OVERPERFORMING FACEBOOK POSTS
01 | 1,654X AVERAGE

( E N G A G E M E N T C O M P A R E D T O C O M P A N Y AV E R A G E )
02 | 1,434X AVERAGE

03 | 472X AVERAGE

04 | 407X AVERAGE

05 | 253X AVERAGE
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Dollar General’s Facebook announcement, making it the first major retailer to offer seniors their own earlymorning shopping hours, catapulted the company’s profile to a level typically populated by the biggest and most
visible global brands. Indeed, the announcement overperformed the typical Dollar General post by over 1,600
times. In the month of March, news about the company’s COVID-19 response has yielded the ninth-most total
coronavirus-related social media interactions of any Fortune 500 company, behind only Facebook, Amazon, Disney,
Walmart, Costco, Google, Ford, and Netflix. The combined 5+ million engagements from news coverage about
Dollar General dwarfed any single positive news announcement from the companies with more interactions.
Similar efforts to accommodate seniors described in headlines about Kroger, Albertsons, and Walmart, as well as
social media posts from Publix and Costco, drove notable engagement, as well. Other customer-centric initiatives
breaking through the noise:
Costco refusing returns on high-demand products to limit panic buying and limit unnecessary contact
(4.7+ million interactions across all news stories);
Netflix developing “Netflix Party” for group streaming (1.8+ million);
Spectrum giving free Wi-Fi to students (973,000+); and
Comcast offering “Internet Essentials” free to low-income customers (658,000+).
And on Facebook, utility companies Duke Energy and American Electric Power broke through with posts about
suspending disconnections for nonpayment; each company’s post cracked the top 10 for total interactions.
It’s no secret that COVID-19 has thrown a wrench into operations and revenue projections, even for
corporate giants. But those that have tailored their services to meet the changing needs of customers are
getting recognition for it.
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SUPPORTING THE WAR EFFORT
While some companies are working within their existing enterprises to respond to the coronavirus, others have
evolved entirely to join the war effort. And the public is taking notice.
Amazon drove an unrivaled 3.7 million interactions on a single, viral story, with news that the company was
suspending shipments except for medical supplies and high-demand products — twice the number of interactions
as the second-most engaged story.
Without making other headlines, Hanes focusing production on medical face masks has yielded the company
800,000+ news-driven engagements on social media, providing them the highest average news engagement among
any Fortune 500 company.
Pharmaceutical companies pioneering medical solutions to COVID-19 received outsized attention, as well.
Regeneron’s advancements in developing a treatment drove a positive news cycle and earned them over 810,000
engagements. Similarly, coverage of Abbott Laboratories’ launch of a five-minute test was among the month’s top
five-most engaged headlines.
Ford was among the top 10 companies receiving the most engagement around their COVID-19 response. But Ford’s
announcement that the automotive giant would use F-150 parts to produce respirators generated more engagement
than any other story — including the company’s decision to close factories to stop the spread of the virus among
workers. General Motors also drove heavy engagement with news related to respirator production, as did Tesla
with Elon Musk’s announcement that he would support the manufacturing of respirators.
In fact, of the top 40 most-engaged news articles about ventilators or respirators in any context — including
announcements from government officials and general news about the pandemic — 13 are about company initiatives
to design and manufacture, ship, or donate ventilators, including the aforementioned efforts from Ford, GM, Tesla,
as well as contributions from Prudential — which maintains respirators for emergency preparedness — and British
appliance-maker Dyson.
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NOT ALL ATTENTION IS POSITIVE
The companies that communicated effectively and cut through the noise are those that balanced an understanding of
the moment’s gravity with a commitment to work with customers or alongside the global response.
Those that did otherwise caught public attention, too — but for less-positive reasons. Among the companies analyzed,
GameStop stands out. A top 25 company in terms of news engagement, nearly all of its coverage concerned the company’s
directive to employees to continue reporting to work — even as employers across the nation instituted work-from-home
policies for non-front-line workers. The backlash has persisted, and the company is continuing to draw angry reactions on
Facebook posts that aren’t related to COVID-19. GameStop’s most “negative” post received 736 times more engagement than
the company’s typical Facebook content.
Travel reservation and ticketing companies also drew public ire. Forced to bear the brunt of unexpected cancellations, Expedia,
Priceline, and Ticketmaster joined GameStop with high numbers of “angry” reactions to their coronavirus communications.

T O P 5 FA C E B O O K P O S T S B Y N E G AT I V E E N G A G E M E N T *

*including only those with a leading share of “angry” reactions
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CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 pandemic presents communications challenges for everyone, including Fortune 500 companies. Even among
companies whose good work has resonated, the reality of navigating an economic crisis as a large corporation has made
communications a continually evolving challenge. In times of crisis, every word matters more.
As the world grapples with the uncertainty ahead, the need will rise for continued, meaningful, authentic leadership from
global and regional brands. It’s not only what companies say, but the tone with which they say it. Companies that send out
considerate, generous communications will earn the reward of high recognition. Conversely, companies that are perceived to
focus solely on their own bottom line reap negative attention that can stick.
THE LESSON: Companies need to be sensitive and look to the well-being of stakeholders — including employees, customers,
communities, and front-line workers. These days, positive news is in short supply. It pays to create more of it.

As the situation evolves in the weeks and months ahead, Kivvit Insights Team will continue to analyze the companies
that are breaking through and receiving attention for their efforts to understand today’s evolving best-practices. If you
or your team would like to talk about your situation and how to best articulate and promote your CSR efforts, please
feel free to reach out. Our team would be pleased to have a Zoom meeting to dive deeper into our data and brainstorm
ideas to help your stakeholders.
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